
 
 

Soak Wash Inc. 
 
Jacqueline Sava always knew she wanted to run her own business one day.  In 
2005 she launched Soak Wash Inc. in Toronto, a revolutionary fine fiber wash 
created with a new and innovative chemical formulation and contemporary 
packaging.   
 
Almost five years after the launch of Soak, Jacqueline is feeling somewhat 
frustrated because she has not secured the market share she believes her 
product should command.  Forever New, the leading detergent has been around 
for a lot longer and customers gravitate to this brand naturally (“Without thinking,” 
as Jacqueline puts it), engendering strong brand loyalty.  Further, Forever New 
has established relationships with retailers, who are reluctant to put another 
brand on their already crowded shelves.     
   
Although Jacqueline had realized her dream of becoming an entrepreneur, she 
knew the decisions she made in the coming months would be crucial to the 
success of her venture.  On a mild November day in 2009 she was looking at her 
website.  This is what it had to say: “Soak is modern care for fine fibers.  This 
rinse-free formulation is perfect for washing your laciest lingerie, your softest 
sweaters, swimwear, workout gear, hand-made quilts and even baby clothes.  
Soak is gentle and deliciously scented with fabric-friendly ingredients that 
revitalize fibers so they look great and last longer.” 
 
“At Soak we come from a skin care background.  Our formulation is so gentle you 
could take a bath in it.  We’ve designed our product, from our formula to our 
packaging, with careful consideration of how our actions affect the world around 
us.  We balance the best in raw materials with the needs of our customers and 
retailers.  Soak is biodegradable, phosphate-free, non-toxic and dye-free.  We 
use a recyclable label substrate and water-based, environmentally safe inks.  
Our bottles are recyclable and we strive to align all of our business practices with 
our environmental policy.” 
  
“Soak’s ingredients are safe on your skin.  We use better than necessary 
ingredients to provide top quality care for your fine washables.  Love them like 
you love yourself.  We’re not the cheapest wash on the market.  We trust you 
wouldn’t use the cheapest solution on your finest fibers, or yourself.”  
 
Jacqueline sighed and said to herself, “With a fine product like this, how can I not 
succeed?  It is so easy to look after fine clothes with Soak, you just soak the 
fabric, get rid of the excess water, and put it flat on a towel to dry.  No need to 
rinse the fabric.  Besides, Soak products are sold internationally, in Canada, the 
United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and Japan.”   
 
But, she knew business history was full of examples of companies that failed, 
although they had a superior product.  She decided to approach her situation 
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methodically by making an assessment of her business, a disciplined process 
she had learned while obtaining her MBA at the Schulich School of Business in 
Toronto.  “But first,” she said to herself, “I’ll bake some scones.”  This was her 
favorite way of releasing stress.     
 
The Competition 
 
Besides Soak, there are three other competitors in this industry.   
 
Forever New  
Established in 1975, Forever New’s website states: “Lingerie, hosiery, swimwear, 
silks, wools and other colorfast delicates will look better and last longer with 
Forever New!  Be assured, Forever New products are all trademarked with "one-
of-a-kind" blends of only "All the Best" ingredients.”   
 
“Originally formulated to clean and restore garments created with spandex and 
other stretch fabrics, consumers soon discovered Forever New Fabric Care could 
also care for other precious natural and man-made fiber.  Forever New has an 
excellent reputation earned by retaining the highest quality control standards and 
executive use of biodegradable and environmentally correct ingredients.” 
 
Eucalan  
Established in 1989, Eucalan bills itself as a “no rinse” delicate wash, an eco 
friendly alternative to dry cleaning that cleans clothes while being nontoxic, 
biodegradable, phosphate free, petro chemical free, with a natural lanolin 
enhanced formula in a recyclable HDPE plastic bottle. Originally exclusive to the 
knitting industry, on its 20th anniversary, Eucalan launched in the lingerie, 
swimwear and clothing industry following Soak. 
 
Kookaburra  
The Kookaburra website states: “ABL Development Inc. is a family owned and 
operated business in southeastern Colorado.  We acquired the Kookaburra 
product line in June 2007 after discovering the products through our former 
business.  We have spent the last year meeting our customers and finding out 
what you want from Kookaburra.  Hopefully our new image, our swift customer 
service and our promise to you: to provide you all natural plant based products 
that are safe for you, your family and the environment will do just that.”  
 
“Our goal is to provide effective alternatives to traditional cleaning products.  We 
produce 4 amazing products, two laundering options Wash and Delicate and a 
wonderful multi-purpose cleaner Power. Our fourth product Scour is for use by 
hand spinners or commercial fiber mills for processing raw wool.” 
 
“Kookaburra Delicate gently cleans and brightens lingerie, hosiery, silks, 
woolens, work out gear, baby clothes and is safe for all your laundry needs. 
 Because our products contain no harsh chemicals your garments will look new 
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longer. Kookaburra products are all natural containing no harsh chemicals which 
make them perfect for people with sensitive skin.”  Until this year, Kookaburra 
was branded with a sheep and only sold to the knitting industry. 
 
“Essentially,” Jacqueline thought to herself, “all competitors are saying the same 
thing, although Soak and Eucalan explicitly talk about the no rinse feature of their 
products.  Another key difference is that, unlike other competitors, Forever New 
is in a powder form.  Although, I must say that, Soak was the only brand 
launched specifically to address the needs of fine garments such as lingerie and 
sweaters.  The other brands were launched to wash knitwear; they then 
discovered these other opportunities. Soak also launched with contemporary 
packaging and merchandising tools, which was unique to date.”   
 
The Customer 
 
The end consumer is sophisticated, cares about maintaining fine fabrics, and 
does not want to use the services of a dry cleaner, either because of 
environmental concerns or because of the damage done to fine fabrics.  
Although all brands have a website where consumers can buy products, there 
are two main channels where the products are sold: department stores (e.g., 
Sears or Dillard’s) and specialty retailers (e.g., Secrets From Your Sister, a bra 
fitting boutique, and yarn shops).   
 
The two retail customers are very different in their purchasing behaviors 
regarding fine fabric detergents.  The owner of a boutique lingerie or yarn store 
makes all the purchasing decisions.  Discussions tend to be rather informal as 
the store owner knows her business and her customers inside out, and knows 
what will sell and what will not.  Sometimes, the decision making can also be 
based on “emotional” issues such as brand image.   
 
The department store buyer, on the other hand, is a totally different kettle of fish.  
Here the decision making is formal, the seller (Jacqueline) has to meet with the 
key influencer, who is most often the buyer, but not the final decision maker.  
Other influencers may be involved, such as consumer panels to test products.  
The purchase is based on economics, not emotion.   
 
The department store buyer wants marketing communication tools, not just the 
product, as the current business environment has severely challenged retailers.  
As a result, they are demanding more from brands that seek shelf space in their 
stores: 
 
• In some cases, retailers will not consider Soak unless it offers the exact same 

terms as Forever New. 
• To appeal to customers, retailers are demanding attractive packaging that will 

make a connection with customers at many levels. 
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• Retailers want to offer their customers more than a venue to shop for products; 
they want to give their customers a total shopping experience.  In such an 
environment, retailers are looking to manufacturers for creating appealing store 
displays and shopping environments.   

 
“The main challenge is that retailers are very familiar with the Forever New 
brand, as it has been in the marketplace a lot longer than Soak,” thought 
Jacqueline.  “I find them in almost every lingerie store.  Eucalan is mainly in yarn 
stores, they are not found in lingerie stores.  And, as far as Kookaburra is 
concerned, I have never seen them in stores here in Canada.” 
 
“Even though Forever New has been around a long time and has extensive 
distribution,” thought Jacqueline, “I was recently successful in getting Sears, a 
long time Forever New customer, to switch to Soak because I understood their 
needs better than my competition – Sears wants to redesign their image and 
compete with other retailers such as The Bay.”   
 
While Forever New samples were kept behind the counter at Sears and given to 
the consumer by the sales clerk, Soak proposed a program to attractively display 
Triumph bra products with a pouch containing free samples of Soak and a card, 
right in the store itself.  Soak did a similar promotion with Sassybax lingerie and 
Freshpair.com, an online underwear retailer.  
 
Pricing 
 
The price charged by the four brands for a similar product is as follows: 
 
Soak 14oz $16 
Eucalan 16oz $12.48 
Kookabuura 16oz 10.95 
Forever New 16oz $10 
 
Marketing Communications 
 
All competitors rely on the same set of marketing communications tools to build 
brand awareness: website, trade shows, testimonials, public relations (e.g., 
articles written about the brand in magazines), and samples. 
 
While the deployment of these tools is fairly similar across competitors, there is 
one exception: samples.  All competitors provide product samples to retailers as 
a way to stimulate product trial.  This tool is especially important to Soak as 
getting retailers and consumers to switch from Forever New is very difficult.  
However, while Forever New provides free samples to retailers, the other 
competitors charge for samples, unless the retailer buys a certain amount.  
Besides, brands such as Eucalan provide samples at a lower price than Soak 
($0.30 each).     
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With her situation assessment over, Jacqueline realized the main problems she 
faced:  
 
• How should she compete in a marketplace dominated by a brand (Forever 

New) that was ubiquitous and had entrenched relationships with retailers and 
end consumers? 

• What should she do to break customers’ penchant for behaving in a routine, 
automatic fashion – stocking and buying a brand that they were familiar with? 

• What implications did her problem have for the type of customer she should 
pursue? 

• What should she do in terms of her marketing mix of product, price, channel, 
and marketing communications? 

 
“I must find a solution to this problem,” thought Jacqueline.  “The stakes are high, 
the market potential is huge.  In 2006, North American sales of lingerie alone 
were $16.5 billion.  Even assuming that only 25% of consumers who shop at 
boutique lingerie stores are interested in buying detergent, the market potential is 
$210 million!” 
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